Automated formal methods and automated reasoning are interconnected, as formal methods generate reasoning problems and incorporate reasoning techniques. For example, formal methods tools employ reasoning engines to find solutions of sets of constraints, or proofs of conjectures. From a reasoning perspective, the expressivity of the logical language is often directly proportional to the difficulty of the problem. In propositional logic, Conflict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) is one of the key features of state-of-the-art satisfiability solvers. The idea is to restrict inferences to those needed to explain conflicts, and use conflicts to prune a backtracking search. A current research direction in automated reasoning is to generalize this notion of conflict-driven satisfiability to a paradigm of conflict-driven reasoning in first-order theories for satisfiability modulo theories and assignments, and even in full first-order logic for generic automated theorem proving. While this is a promising and exciting lead, it also poses formidable challenges.
Introduction
Automated reasoning and automated formal methods, for the specification, analysis, verification, or synthesis of systems, are interconnected, because logic is the calculus of computation, and reasoning about computer systems [19, 52, 5] may be more amenable to automation than other less machine-oriented domains. In automated reasoning, problems are typically presented as validity queries. A validity query asks whether a conjecture ϕ follows from a set H of assumptions, written H |= ϕ. Since mechanical methods preferably work refutationally, a validity query is usually reformulated in refutational form, by asking whether H ∪ {¬ϕ} is unsatisfiable. Assumptions, conjectures, constraints are logical formulae that express properties of an object of study, such as a system, a program, a data type, a circuit, a protocol, a mathematical structure. As mechanical methods usually adopt clausal form, H ∪ {¬ϕ} is transformed into a set S of clauses, where a set is interpreted as a conjunction. Alternatively, one may be interested in knowing whether a constraint ϕ can be added to a set of constraints H so that H ∪ {ϕ} is still satisfiable. Once H ∪ {ϕ} has been turned into a set of clauses S, the problem is the same, namely determining whether S has a model or is unsatisfiable.
The answer is either a proof S P that S is inconsistent, hence unsatisfiable, where P is the empty clause, which represents a contradiction, or else a model of S. If the problem was originally formulated as a validity query, a proof means that ϕ follows from H, while a model represents a counter-example. If the problem was originally formulated as a satisfiability query, a model represents a solution, while a proof means that there is no solution. Depending on the logic, these queries may be decidable (validity and satisfiability are both decidable), semi-decidable (validity is semi-decidable, satisfiability is not semi-decidable), or undecidable (validity and satisfiability are both undecidable).
An automated reasoning method or strategy is typically defined by an inference system and a search plan. The inference system is a set of inference rules, and the search plan is an algorithm equipped with heuristics to control the application of the inference rules. The application of an inference rule moves the system from one state of the derivation to the next. When the problem is decidable, an automated reasoning strategy is expected to be a decision procedure, that requires it to be sound, complete, and terminating, returning a proof whenever the input is unsatisfiable and a model whenever the input is satisfiable. When the problem is semi-decidable, an automated reasoning strategy is expected to be a semi-decision procedure, that requires it to be sound and complete, returning a proof whenever the input is unsatisfiable. In practice, however, instances of decidable problems may be too difficult for the available computational resources, or complete strategies may be too onerous, so that regardless of decidability, automated reasoning tools may return either a proof, or a model, or a "don't know" answer. The degree to which "don't know" answers may be tolerated depends on the application.
Similar to other subfields of artificial intelligence, problems in automated reasoning involve so much knowledge, that it is often too cumbersome or too inefficient to encode all of it in H and ϕ, hence in the set S of clauses. Therefore, a common paradigm is to reason modulo T , seeking proofs modulo T and restricting the attention to T -models. For example, if T is the theory of equality, we have equational reasoning, where the axioms of the theory of equality are built into the inference system. T may also contain additional axioms stating properties of symbols other than equality, such as associativity and commutativity of function symbols.
If T is a theory such that T -satisfiability is decidable, reasoning modulo T is known as satisfiability modulo a theory (SMT), and the knowledge about T is built in the algorithm implementing the decision procedure for T -satisfiability. For example, if T is the quantifier-free fragment of the theory of equality, a congruence closure algorithm decides the T -satisfiability of a set of equalities and inequalities (see Chapter 9 of [19] ). An algorithm that decides the T -satisfiability of a set of ground literals in the signature of T , or T -literals for short, is called a T -satisfiability procedure. An algorithm that decides the T -satisfiability of a quantifier-free formula in the signature of T , or quantifier-free T -formula for short, is called a T -decision procedure. A quantifier-free formula ϕ is satisfiable if and only if its existential closure ∃x.ϕ is satisfiable, wherex are all the variables in ϕ. Then, ∃x.ϕ is satisfiable if and only ifφ is satisfiable, whereφ is ϕ with all variables replaced by Skolem constants. Thus, the problem of deciding the T -satisfiability of a quantifier-free T -formula is equivalent to that of deciding the T -satisfiability of a ground T -formula, or, equivalently, of a set of ground clauses.
A reasoning method is model-based, if the state of a derivation contains a representation of a candidate partial model, and inference and search for a model are intertwined, as inferences build and transform the model while the model drives the inferences [9] . In a model-based strategy, a conflict arises if one of the clauses of S is false in the current candidate model. The strategy is deemed conflict-driven, if it uses inferences to explain and solve the conflict repairing the model. This paper offers in Section 2 a necessarily incomplete overview of the state of the art in conflict-driven methods, while Section 3 advertises two recent conflict-driven methods: Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning (SGGS), for full first-order logic [16, 17, 18] , and Conflict-Driven Satisfiability (CDSAT), for satisfiability modulo a generic combination of theories, and for a new class of problems called satisfiability modulo assignments (SMA) [10, 11] .
Conflict-Driven Methods
The conflict-driven paradigm was pioneered by Conflict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) for propositional satisfiability [43, 46, 42] . In conflict-driven methods that incorporate a CDCLbased SAT-solver as a black-box, the conflict-driven reasoning is propositional, even if the method applies to a more general logic. These methods are covered in Section 2.1. Other conflict-driven methods generalize the conflict-driven principle to satisfiability modulo a theory. These methods are treated in Section 2.2.
Conflict-Driven Propositional Reasoning
This section summarizes methods whose conflict-driven component is restricted to propositional logic. In other words, the candidate model and the conflict-driven inferences are propositional, with an abstraction function mapping first-order atoms to propositional atoms.
The DPLL Procedure
Satisfiability (SAT) is the problem of deciding the satisfiability of a set S of clauses in propositional logic. The DPLL (Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland) procedure for SAT [24, 23, 21, 60] represents a candidate partial model by a sequence of literals, called a trail, and named M . The trail represents the partial model, also called M , where all literals on the trail are true. If a literal L is in M , its complement ¬L is false in M . If neither L nor ¬L is in M , both literals are undefined.
The procedure starts by putting in M all input unit clauses, and propagating their consequences in the form of implications and conflicts, an activity called Boolean clausal propagation (BCP). For implications, assume that all literals of a clause C ∈ S but one, say L, are false in M . Then literal L is an implied literal, and is added to M with C as justification, because extending M with L is the only way to satisfy C. The discovery of an implied literal can be seen in terms of inferences as the result of a sequence of unit resolution steps using the literals in M as unit premises. For conflicts, whenever all literals of a clause C ∈ S are false in M , a conflict emerges with C as the conflict clause. The discovery of a conflict can be seen in terms of inferences as the result of a sequence of unit resolution steps yielding the empty clause P.
When no more propagations are possible and in the absence of a conflict, the procedure decides that a literal L is true by adding it to M . A literal added to M by a decision is termed a decided literal. A decision is merely a guess to advance the search. This operation is also termed case analysis or splitting, because for a literal L there are two cases, as L is either true or false. After every decision, the procedure applies BCP to discover more implied literals or a conflict. When a conflict arises, the procedure backtracks chronologically, undoing the latest decision and all the propagations that depend on it. The procedure returns "satisfiable" if M |= S, and "unsatisfiable" if there is a conflict and no decision to undo.
The CDCL Procedure
The Conflict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) procedure [43, 46, 42] inherits from the DPLL procedure the representation of the candidate model, BCP, and decisions. It also maintains the initialization of the trail with input unit clauses, said to be stored at level 0. Then, every decision opens a subsequent decision level in the trail: the decision level numbered n contains the n-th decided literal in the current trail and all implied literals discovered by BCP as a consequence. The CDCL procedure behaves in a markedly different manner when a conflict arises. Suppose that C is a conflict clause and contains a literal L, such that ¬L is in M with justification D. Then propositional resolution is applied to resolve C and D upon L and ¬L. This inference is said to explain the conflict, as L is false because ¬L is true, and ¬L is true, because D is in S and all other literals of D appear negated in M . The generated resolvent is still a conflict clause, since all other literals in C and D are false in M . A resolvent is a logical consequence of S and can be added to S as a learned clause or lemma. Such a step is called learning. In practice, S may be huge and the procedure learns one clause per conflict. How many resolutions to do and which resolvent to learn is a heuristic choice.
The first unique implication point (1UIP) heuristic prescribes to perform resolution until an asserting conflict clause C is generated. Assume that n is the number of the current decision
asserting, or is an assertion clause, if for only one of its literals, say L i , the complement appears in decision level n of the trail M . For all other literals L j in C, with 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1 or i + 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the complement appears in a decision level smaller than n. As a special case, ¬L j appears in decision level 0, if ¬L j is a unit clause in the input set S. The 1UIP heuristic lets the procedure learn clause C and backjump to the smallest decision level where L i is undefined and all other literals of C are false. Note that L i is undefined in every level smaller than n. This smallest decision level is guaranteed to exist, because C is a conflict clause, and therefore for all its literals the complement is on the trail at some level. If this smallest decision level is n − 1, backjumping reduces to backtracking. If this smallest decision level is 0, the procedure backjumps to a state where only input unit clauses are on the trail. After backjumping, the procedure adds L i to the trail, so that C is satisfied and the conflict is solved. The CDCL procedure returns "satisfiable" if M |= S, and "unsatisfiable" if there is a conflict at level 0.
The DPLL(T ) Framework
Satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) is the problem of deciding the satisfiability of a set S of ground clauses modulo a theory T . The DPLL(T ) paradigm for SMT obtains a T -decision procedure by integrating a CDCL-based SAT-solver and a theory solver, or T -solver for short, implementing a T -satisfiability procedure [49] . Since the SAT-solver accepts only propositional clauses, first-order ground atoms are abstracted to propositional variables, sometimes called proxy variables.
The interface between SAT-solver and T -solver consists essentially of two rules. The Tconflict rule detects that a set of literals L 1 , . . . , L r in M is inconsistent in T . The T -propagation rule discovers that a set of literals L 1 , . . . , L r in M derives in T a literal L, and adds L to M with the T -lemma ¬L 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬L r ∨ L as justification. Thus, the T -solver is a black-box for the SAT-solver and vice versa. However, the relationship among them is asymmetric, as only the CDCL-based SAT-solver operates on the trail, while the T -solver acts as a satellite that submits T -lemmas and signal T -conflicts to the SAT-solver. DPLL(T ) features no creation of new atoms, meaning atoms that do not appear in S. Indeed, the T -propagation rule requires that the atom of L occurs in the existing set of clauses, and clauses learned by CDCL are propositional resolvents made of input atoms.
Combination of Theories by Equality Sharing
If T is a combination of theories T 1 , . . . , T n , the T k -solvers, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, need to agree on the interpretation of whatever is shared among the theories. If the theories are disjoint, meaning that they do not share function or predicate symbols other than equality, the theory solvers need to agree on the cardinalities of the domains for shared sorts and on an arrangement of shared constant symbols, that tells which are equal and which are not.
The equality sharing method is the standard approach to this combination problem (see [48, 47] and Chapter 10 of [19] ). It requires the theories to be stably infinite, so that the common cardinality of the shared domains can be implicitly assumed to be countably infinite. An arrangement is computed by having each T k -solver propagate any disjunction of equalities
Thus, every T k -solver is a black-box for the others. The case analysis for the propagated disjunctions, as well as for any other disjunction generated by a T k -solver, is entrusted to the SAT-solver.
If T is a combination of theories T 1 , . . . , T n , the T -solver integrated in DPLL(T ) is a combination of the T k -solvers by equality sharing, and the notion that a disjunction c 1 d 1 ∨. . .∨c n d n is handled by the SAT-solver is termed splitting on demand [4, 41] . The DPLL(T ) framework is extended to allow the generation of a finite number of "new" atoms, namely the proxy variables for the equalities c 1 d 1 , . . . , c n d n .
Model-Based Theory Combination
Another way to implement equality sharing is model-based theory combination (MBTC) [55, 26] . It assumes that the T k -solvers build partial T k -models. Then, each T k -solver propagates, by adding it to M , any equality s t between ground terms that is true in the current candidate T k -model, rather than entailed (disjunctions of) equalities between shared constants. Such an equality s t may cause a conflict, precisely because it is not necessarily a logical consequence in T k of the T k -subproblem. If this happens, the backjumping mechanism of the CDCL-based SAT-solver will retract it. MBTC does not generate new atoms either, because the propagation of an equality s t is allowed only if s and t appear in the existing set of clauses. MBTC applies mostly to fragments of arithmetic, where domain of interpretation and interpretation of theory symbols are fixed by an intended model (e.g., the integers), and algorithms that can update the candidate partial model after a conflict are known [31, 26] .
MBTC is an approach to the implementation of equality sharing in the context of an SMTsolver built on top of a CDCL-based SAT-solver. Thus, conflicts are still handled and reasoned about in propositional logic. However, with its notion of allowing the propagation of equalities that are true in a current candidate partial theory model, but not necessarily in all models, MBTC contributed to prepare the ground for conflict-driven theory reasoning.
The DPLL(Γ+T ) Framework
MBTC is applied also in the DPLL(Γ+T ) framework that integrates an ordering-based inference system Γ for first-order logic with equality in DPLL(T ) [25, 13, 14] . Both ordering-based inference system Γ and theory or combination of theories T are regarded as two parameters of the framework.
An ordering-based inference system assumes a well-founded ordering on terms, literals, and clauses, and comprises expansion inference rules, such as ordered resolution, ordered paramodulation, and superposition, and contraction inference rules, such as subsumption and simplification. The well-founded ordering is used to define the contraction rules and to restrict the expansion rules. Equipped with a fair search plan, such an inference system provides (1) a semi-decision procedure for validity in first-order logic with equality, and (2) T -satisfiability procedures for the quantifier-free fragments of the theory of equality and of several theories of data structures [2, 3, 7, 8] , including arrays with or without extensionality. DPLL(Γ + T ) is designed to determine the T -satisfiability of sets of clauses in the form S = P R, where T is a combination of theories T 1 , . . . , T n , P is a set of ground clauses with occurrences of T -symbols, and R is a set of non-ground clauses where T -symbols do not occur. Variables in non-ground clauses are implicitly universally quantified. The set R may be the axiomatization of a theory for which a built-in satisfiability procedure is not available. This kind of problem is more general than the standard SMT problem of deciding the T -satisfiability of a set of ground clauses. The idea is to use the generic inference system Γ to reason about the axiomatized theory, precisely because Γ offers complete quantifier reasoning, since it is refutationally complete for first-order logic with equality. DPLL(Γ+T ) integrates Γ into DPLL(T ) by letting it use R-literals in M , including those propagated by MBTC, as premises of Γ-inferences. Since these literals may be withdrawn upon backjumping, they are memorized in clauses as hypotheses, and DPLL(Γ+T ) works with hypothetical clauses. Conclusions of Γ-inferences inherit the hypotheses of their parents. When backjumping removes literals from M , the hypothetical clauses that depend on them are also removed.
Integrating an ordering-based inference system with a solver that performs a backtracking search presents both difficulties and opportunities. A difficulty is that one needs to prevent the unsound situation where a clause C is deleted by subsumption or simplification with a clause D and then D is removed upon backjumping. DPLL(Γ+T ) solves this problem by adapting the contraction inference rules of Γ for hypothetical clauses in such a way that C is deleted, if D cannot be removed by backjumping before C, and only disabled otherwise. While deletion is final, a disabled clause C will be re-enabled, if D is removed by backjumping.
A distinctive opportunity is the possibility of allowing speculative inferences: the user can tentatively add to the set of clauses an arbitrary clause. The system will search for a model that satisfies both the input set S and the speculatively added clauses. DPLL(Γ + T ) keeps track of the speculative addition of a clause C by placing a special propositional variable C on the trail M . Clause C is added to the set of clauses as a hypothetical clause with hypothesis C . If an inconsistency results, C will be retracted upon backjumping, and the clause will be removed from the set as a consequence. In this way, the speculative inferences are reversible.
The crux is to add clauses that may induce termination on satisfiable inputs, such as equations that limit term depth by rewriting: if S is satisfiable, it may happen that the search for a model of S does not terminate, but the search for a model of S that also satisfies the speculatively added clauses terminates. DPLL(Γ+T ) is (1) a semi-decision procedure for validity of generic problems in the form S = P R, and (2) a T -decision procedure with speculative inferences for problems S = P R that satisfy additional hypotheses. For example, DPLL(Γ+T ) offers T -decision procedures with speculative inferences for several axiomatizations of type systems [14] .
A feature of DPLL(Γ+T ) is that it applies each reasoner to handle the part of the problem that it is best for: DPLL(T ) deals with ground clauses, while Γ sees non-ground R-clauses and ground unit R-clauses in M . The two engines communicate through M , making DPLL(Γ+T ) model-based. However, the conflict-driven part is propositional as in DPLL(T ). We consider next methods that lift conflict-driven reasoning to the theory level.
Conflict-Driven Theory Reasoning
In conflict-driven theory reasoning, the mechanisms to explain a conflict, learn a lemma, and solve the conflict, work within the T -solver itself, and not only at the propositional level in the SAT-solver. In other words, the T -solver implements a conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedure. Such procedures exist for linear real arithmetic [45, 39, 22] , linear integer arithmetic [57, 55, 37] , non-linear arithmetic [38] , and floating-point binary arithmetic [32] .
Some progress has been made towards a conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedure for the theory of arrays with extensionality [20] , by developing the notion of lemmas on demand [30] . The idea of lemmas on demand is that a theory solver should generate only theory lemmas that explain why some contents of the trail M is inconsistent with respect to the theory. In other words, theory propagation should be model-based and conflict-driven. In propositional logic, lemmas on demand is the same as CDCL, with propositional resolvents as lemmas.
Although there are decision procedures for the theory of arrays with extensionality [54] , SMT-solvers often reason about it by reading the theory axioms as part of the input set S, and heuristically instantiating the universally quantified variables in the theory axioms. For this theory, the difference of approach between SMT-solvers and superposition-based theorem provers that instantiate by unification the universally quantified variables in the theory axioms [3] is less dramatic than commonly thought.
Of greater relevance to this analysis is the difference between generating potentially all lemmas, as in a saturation process, and generating lemmas in a conflict-driven manner. The decision procedure with lemmas on demand features rules that propagate read operations over arrays, and generate lemmas of the form
. . , L r are true and L is false in the current candidate model M , whereas L should be true according to the axioms of the theory [20] . The lemma reveals that M is not a theory model and tells why. Often lemmas are instances of axioms, so that lemmas on demand can be regarded as model-based conflict-driven axiom instantiation.
The MCSAT Framework
The next problem is how to get a conflict-driven T -decision procedure. Conflict-driven Tsatisfiability procedures [45, 39, 22, 37, 38, 32] are not compatible in general with DPLL(T ), and therefore one cannot get a conflict-driven T -decision procedure by plugging a conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedure into DPLL(T ). A reason of incompatibility is that DPLL(T ) does not allow the creation of new atoms, whereas a conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedure may need to generate a clause that contains new atoms in order to explain a conflict [27] . Another reason is that the trail in DPLL(T ) is defined to contain only propositional literals, whereas conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedures need to store on the trail also assignments to firstorder variables. Addressing such issues was the motivation for the design of MCSAT, that stands for Model-Constructing SATisfiability [27] . MCSAT is a paradigm for conflict-driven T -decision procedures for satisfiability modulo a single generic theory T [27] . It has been instantiated to the combined theories of equality and linear real arithmetic [36] , to non-linear integer arithmetic [35] , and to the theory of bit-vectors [58] .
MCSAT merges the propositional model of CDCL with the theory models of MBTC, by allowing the trail M to contain both literals and assignments of domain values to free first-order variables. For example, the trail may contain a literal L, meaning the assignment L ← true, and assignments such as x ← 3. Therefore, the trail is viewed as carrying an assignment that partially represents a candidate first-order model. Furthermore, MCSAT generalizes CDCL to any theory that can be equipped with clausal inference rules to explain theory conflicts. Thus, the existence of a conflict-explanation inference mechanism emerges as the key ingredient for a conflict-driven procedure. The possibility of learning a clause generated by the conflictexplanation inference, and using it to amend the candidate partial model follows.
The conflict-explanation inferences generate clauses that may contain new ground atoms in the signature of the theory, beyond what is allowed by DPLL(T ) even with splitting on demand. Assignments to first-order variables and new atoms are involved in decisions, propagations, conflict detections, and explanations, on a par with Boolean assignments and input atoms. This means that the conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedure is not integrated as a black-box satellite as in DPLL(T ), but cooperates with the SAT-solver on the same level. The CDCL procedure itself is a conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedure where T is propositional logic.
For termination, MCSAT requires that new atoms come from a finite basis. A procedure that applies systematically the inference rules to enumerate all atoms in the finite basis would be too inefficient. The key point is that the inference rules are applied only to explain conflicts and amend the current partial assignment, so that the generation of new atoms is model-based and conflict-driven. In this sense, MCSAT is a faithful lifting of CDCL to SMT, with first-order inferences for theory explanation, beyond explanation by propositional resolution.
General Conflict-Driven Methods
While satisfiability in propositional logic is decidable, in first-order logic validity is semidecidable and satisfiability is not even semi-decidable. Nonetheless, theorem-proving approaches often are conceived and understood first for propositional logic and then generalized to full firstorder logic. Section 3.1 presents the main features of a method named SGGS that lifts the CDCL procedure to first-order logic [16, 17, 18 ]. An alternative approach is conflict resolution, which focuses on lifting to first-order logic the conflict-driven generation of resolvents [53, 34] . Other approaches lift the CDCL procedure to the Bernays-Schönfinkel fragment, which allows only formulae of the form ∃ * ∀ * ϕ, where ϕ contains neither quantifiers nor occurrences of function symbols [50, 1] . Section 3.2 returns to SMT with a summary of an inference system named CDSAT, that generalizes MCSAT to generic combinations of theories [10, 11] . Section 3.3 discusses how the SMT problem itself can be generalized to the SMA problem, for satisfiability modulo assignments.
A Taste of SGGS
SGGS, or Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning, brings the conflict-driven style to firstorder logic [16, 17, 18] . It is simultaneously first-order, model-based, semantically-guided, goalsensitive, and proof confluent, a rare combination of features.
In first-order logic variables in clauses are implicitly universally quantified, atoms have infinitely many ground instances, and there are infinitely many interpretations, so that guessing truth values of atoms is too uninformed. SGGS adopts an initial interpretation I for semantic guidance, and employs a new kind of structures, called SGGS clause sequences, to represent first-order models [17] . An SGGS clause sequence is a sequence of possibly constrained clauses with selected literals. A sequence Γ represents an interpretation I [Γ] , that is I modified to satisfy the selected literals in Γ. Thus, the SGGS clause sequence plays the role of the trail in CDCL, and literal selection is the first-order analogue of propositional decision. is the interpretation that makes all negative literals false except ¬green(c). CDCL would put all input unit clauses on the trail. SGGS assumes a guiding interpretation and modifies it lazily, because dealing with first-order models is much heavier than dealing with propositional models.
SGGS generalizes BCP to first-order clausal propagation. BCP is based on the symmetry of truth values in propositional logic: if L is true, ¬L is false, and if L is false, ¬L is true. Since variables in first-order literals are implicitly universally quantified, if L is true, ¬L is false, but if L is false, we only know that at least one ground instance of ¬L is true. To address this discrepancy, SGGS introduces uniform falsity: a first-order literal is uniformly false, if all its ground instances are false. This stronger notion of falsity restores the symmetry: if L is true, ¬L is uniformly false, and if L is uniformly false, ¬L is true.
Every literal in an SGGS clause sequence Γ must be either I-true (true in I) or I-false (uniformly false in I), so that it represents the truth value in I of all its ground instances. Every clause C in Γ must have a selected literal L: the clause with L selected is written C[L]. I-false literals are preferred for selection. An I-true literal is selected only in a clause whose literals are all I-true; such a clause is termed I-all-true. SGGS aims at building a model of S: if I |= S, the search halts immediately; if I |= S, SGGS seeks to build an I[Γ] that differs from I where needed to satisfy S, hence the preference for I-false literals. A first-order literal L is implied, with clause C as justification, if L is the only literal of C that is not uniformly false in I[Γ]. SGGS ensures that every I-all-true clause in Γ is either a conflict clause or the justification of its selected literal. To this end, SGGS uses assignment functions to keep track of the dependence of I-true literals on I-false selected literals: an Iall-true clause whose literals are all assigned to I-false selected literals is a conflict clause; an I-all-true clause whose literals, except the selected one, are assigned, is a justification. All SGGS clause sequences in the above examples are generated by applications of the SGGS-extension inference rule, that adds to the sequence an instance E of a clause C ∈ S and selects one of its literals [18] . The instance E is built in order to capture the ground instances of C such that I[Γ] |= C, so that the resulting sequence (e.g., ΓE) will satisfy them. in an I-all-true conflict clause, SGGS prescribes to select the literal that is assigned rightmost, so that when the clause moves left to solve the conflict, the only literal in the clause that will be unassigned is the selected one, and the clauses changes status from conflict clause to learned justification of an implied literal. The move consists of moving ¬P (a)∨ [¬R(a, b)] to the left of ¬P (x) ∨ [R(a, x)]. However, SGGS does not do that, because changing the truth value of all ground instances of [R(a, x)] in order to satisfy [¬R(a, b)] is too much. The philosophy of SGGS is to be conflict-driven and change I[Γ] only as far as it is needed to solve the conflict. SGGS partitions As shown in the above example, in SGGS-resolution, the resolvent replaces the parent that is not I-all-true. In other words, the resolvent replaces the conflict clause, not the justification, as in CDCL. All clauses that have literals assigned to the deleted resolution parentare also deleted. [15, 18] . , x) ] has been deleted: SGGS allows us to delete a clause that has a literal (here ¬P (x)) assigned to a clause (here [P (x)]) that gets partitioned. The alternative is to recursively partition
] cannot simply remain in Γ, because x ≡ b£¬P (x) has nowhere to be assigned after [P (x)] has been partitioned. Resuming from the above Γ, an SGGS-move step gen-
where the resolvent ¬P (b) replaces the non-I-all-true parent P (a). Clause ¬P (a) ∨ [¬R(a, b)] is deleted too, because its literal ¬P (a) was assigned to the deleted resolution parent P (a).
Another reason for deleting ¬P (a)∨[¬R(a, b)] in the above example is that it is disposable: in SGGS a clause C in ΓCΓ is disposable, if it is satisfied by I[Γ]. SGGS features an inference rule, called SGGS-deletion, that deletes all disposable clauses in the given SGGS clause sequence. A typical SGGS search plan applies SGGS-deletion eagerly. 
, where the generation of P terminates the derivation, as unsatisfiability has been discovered.
Fairness of an SGGS-derivation ensures that inferences that are infinitely often possible are not neglected. It also ensures that every conflict is solved before further SGGS-extensions, which is another similarity with CDCL, where the procedure does not venture new decisions when an extant conflict needs to be solved.
SGGS is refutationally complete: if the input set of clauses S is unsatisfiable, any fair SGGSderivation from S is a refutation. SGGS is also model complete in the limit: if S is satisfiable, the limiting sequence of any fair SGGS-derivation from S represents a model of S, where both limiting sequence and derivation may be infinite, because first-order unsatisfiability is only semi-decidable. The limiting sequence is the limit of the derivation: the concept of limit of a derivation is commonly used in first-order theorem proving to give meaning to possibly infinite derivations, and the notion of limiting sequence defines this concept for SGGS [18] .
SGGS is flexible with respect to goal-sensitivity. Assume that S was obtained by transforming H ∪ {¬ϕ}, from a problem H |= ϕ, into clausal form. Then SGGS is goal-sensitive, if the initial interpretation I satisfies the clauses issued from the reduction of H to clausal form, but not those issued from the reduction of ¬ϕ to clausal form. SGGS is proof confluent, because it gets out of conflict by moving a clause in Γ, without undoing inference steps by backtracking or backjumping. This suggests that a backtracking search may not be an essential ingredient of conflict-driven reasoning.
A Taste of the CDSAT Framework
CDSAT, for Conflict-Driven SATisfiability, extends MCSAT to generic combinations of disjoint theories T 1 , . . . , T n [10, 11] . This extension is crucial for the development of the conflict-driven paradigm, because problems from applications seldom involve only one theory. Furthermore, it is a major extension, because the MCSAT calculus [27] is not a combination calculus.
Conflict-driven T k -satisfiability procedures cannot be combined as black-boxes as done in equality sharing, if they are to retain their conflict-driven character. Neither can they be combined in a hierarchic framework such as DPLL(T ), where only the CDCL-based SATsolver operates on the trail, and the T k -solvers are satellites that submit T k -lemmas and signal T k -conflicts to the SAT-solver. All conflict-driven T k -satisfiability procedures need to access the trail on a par with the SAT-solver. One needs to clarify how multiple conflict-driven T ksatisfiability procedures can cooperate, and which requirements the theories and their solvers should fulfill, in order to ensure the soundness, completeness, and termination of the combined system. Furthermore, a combination may include a theory T k for which a conflict-driven T ksatisfiability procedure is not available, so that one also needs to address the issue of a "mixed" combination, involving some conflict-driven T k -satisfiability procedures and some black-box T ksatisfiability procedures. The CDSAT framework for conflict-driven theory combination solves all these problems.
The CDSAT approach considers the CDCL procedure as one of n conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedures to be combined. Accordingly, CDSAT regards atoms, literals, clauses and even formulae as terms of sort prop, from proposition. The notion of assignment is generalized to allow assignments to terms, including non-variable terms. This applies to both terms of sort prop, that is, Boolean terms, and first-order terms of any other sort. Since the theories have different signatures and the signatures are mixed in an assignment, CDSAT defines the theory view of an assignment for each theory. Input problems are also read as assignments: if the input problem calls for determining the satisfiability of a set of clauses S = {l 1 , . . . , l m }, CDSAT starts with the initial assignment {l 1 ← true, . . . , l m ← true}.
Domain values such as 3 are not necessarily in the signatures of the theories. Therefore, CDSAT assumes theory extensions that add to the signatures as many constants as needed to name the domain values (e.g., all the integers), including truth values. These extensions are required to be conservative, meaning that reasoning in the extension does not change the problem: an extension T + k of theory T k is conservative, if any T + k -unsatisfiable set S of clauses is also T k -unsatisfiable. If CDSAT discovers T + k -unsatisfiability, the problem is T k -unsatisfiable; if the problem is T k -satisfiable, there is a T + k -model that CDSAT can build. A conflict-driven T k -satisfiability procedure can be viewed as an inference system and a conflict-driven search plan. Since the conflict-driven search is performed centrally by CDSAT for all theories, every theory needs to provide only an inference system. Thus, a key abstraction in CDSAT is to view a combination of theories T 1 , . . . , T n as a combination of inference systems I 1 , . . . , I n , called theory modules. As CDSAT works with assignments, so do the theory modules: an inference deduces a Boolean assignment from a set of assignments of any sorts. A black-box T k -satisfiability procedure is included as a theory module whose only inference rule consists of invoking the procedure to detect that a set of assignments is inconsistent in the theory. Therefore, it is precisely the abstraction of combining inference systems rather than procedures that allows CDSAT to handle both conflict-driven and black-box T k -satisfiability procedures, thereby generalizing not only MCSAT, but also equality sharing. Theory modules for propositional logic, and the quantifier-free fragments of the theory of equality, linear rational arithmetic, and the theory of arrays with extensionality are provided as examples [10, 11] .
The trail is defined as a sequence of singleton assignments, so that it can be seen as an assignment by forgetting the order. Every assignment A in the trail is either a decision or a justified assignment. A decision is placed on the trail by an application of the Decide rule of the CDSAT inference system; it represents a guess. A justified assignment A is associated with a justification, given by a set J of assignments that appear on the trail before A. A justified assignment A may be due to an application of the Deduce rule of the CDSAT inference system, that places A on the trail with justification J, if a theory module I k infers A from J. Initial assignments are justified assignments with empty justification. Other justified assignments are due to the conflict-solving rules of the CDSAT inference system [10, 11] .
In CDSAT a conflict is a set of assignments. CDSAT develops further the intuition, already in MCSAT and SGGS, that the essence of a conflict-driven approach is the explanation of conflicts. It is for the purpose of explanation that every assignment A in the trail that is not a decision has a justification J. If A becomes part of a conflict, it can be explained away by replacing it with J. Propositional resolution, as in a CDCL explanation, is a special instance of this explanation mechanism performed by the Resolve rule of the CDSAT inference system.
The CDSAT inference system is parametrized by a global basis, which is the source of new terms that theory modules can employ in their inferences. CDSAT is sound and complete for combinations of disjoint theories, assuming that at least one of the theories has information about the cardinalities of the domains to interpret the shared sorts. Assuming that all theories are stably infinite is a special way of having this information. Finiteness of the global basis ensures termination.
Clearly, there is no reason to restrict CDSAT to inputs of the form {l 1 ← true, . . . , l m ← true}. CDSAT accepts input problems containing both Boolean and first-order assignments. For example, one may need to decide the satisfiability of a quantifier-free formula ϕ in a combination of theories, given an assignment to some of the free variables in ϕ, whether propositional or first-order. Therefore, CDSAT addresses a more general problem than SMT, that we call SMA for satisfiability modulo assignments. For SMA problems, the input format presupposes the theory extensions.
A New Class of Problems: Satisfiability Modulo Assignment
During the search, a conflict-driven reasoner maintains a partial candidate model represented by an assignment. This suggests the more general problem of satisfiability modulo assignments (SMA), defined as the problem of deciding the satisfiability of a set S of clauses modulo a theory T with respect to an initial assignment J to some of the terms in S, including both propositional and first-order terms. If J is empty, SMA reduces to SMT; if both J and T are empty, SMA reduces to SAT, while an intermediate state of a SAT or SMT search is an SMA instance. In CDSAT, there is no distinction between S and J, that are united to form the input assignment.
The answer to an SMA problem is either "satisfiable" with a model of S extending J, or "unsatisfiable" with a set of clauses E that follows from S and is false in J. The set E is an explanation, because it explains why S is unsatisfiable under J. The concept of explanation generalizes those of unsatisfiable core and interpolant. In SAT, an unsatisfiable core of S is a set of clauses that follows from S and is unsatisfiable. An unsatisfiable core explains why S is unsatisfiable, and the smaller it is with respect to the subset ordering ⊆, the more precise it is regarded. If J is also written as a set of clauses, a (reverse) interpolant of S and J is a formula that follows from S and is inconsistent with J (see [12] for a survey of interpolation systems for ground proofs). MCSAT uses interpolants in arithmetic as explanations [27] .
SMA arises in several contexts, such as enumeration of models, parallelization, and optimization. The models of a SAT or SMT problem can be enumerated by solving a series of SMA problems where each initial assignment J excludes the models already found. Approaches to parallel SAT by distributed search (e.g. Section 4.1 in [6] ) solve a SAT problem with input set S, by solving in parallel multiple instances of SMA with input set S and initial assignments J each containing a distinct guiding path [59] or cube [33] . An optimization problem can be approached by solving a series of SMA problems where each initial assignment J contains information generated by the previous runs, in such a way that the series converges towards an optimal solution. For example, this concept appeared in the presentation of [29] about adapting to optimization the satisfiability procedure of [38, 28] for the theory of algebraic reals.
Discussion
The big picture sees various approaches to extend conflict-driven reasoning to the first-order level. From the SMT side, the process started with generalizations of the Conflict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) procedure from propositional logic to several fragments of arithmetic [45, 39, 22, 37, 38, 32] . These methods offer conflict-driven T -satisfiability procedures. By being generic with respect to the theory, Model-Constructing Satisfiability (MCSAT) encompasses these predecessors, and by integrating theory reasoning and propositional reasoning in all aspects of deduction and search, it provides a paradigm for conflict-driven T -decision procedures [27, 36, 35, 58] . In turn, Conflict-Driven Satisfiability (CDSAT) generalizes MCSAT to generic combinations of theories and satisfiability modulo assignments (SMA) problems, where a partial assignment may also be part of the input problem [10, 11] .
From the theorem-proving side, Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive (SGGS) reasoning [16, 17, 18 ] is a method that lifts conflict-driven reasoning to full first-order logic. A comparison between SGGS and ordering-based theorem provers (e.g., [56, 44, 40, 51] ) is premature, because SGGS still needs to be implemented and extended to first-order logic with equality. The point of SGGS is not to reprove the theorems that other approaches have already conquered, but rather to explore new domains or hard problems, where its conflict-driven character may be rewarding. The identification of such classes of problems is also an objective. Similarities between SGGS and CDSAT include the notion of mapping a literal, in SGGS, or an assignment, in CDSAT, to the literals, or assignments, respectively, that it depends on, and the notion that a model be part of the input problem, as SGGS assumes an initial interpretation for semantic guidance, while CDSAT accepts SMA problems. The future may witness further convergence. 
